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Abstract

Phase Change Materials (pcm) have been widely used for thermal energy storage due to their high latent heat of fusion. However,

PCMs suffer from their very low thermal conductivity which limits heat spreading around the heat source. Without proper thermal

conductivity enhancement, melting would occur mainly around the heat source and heat would be conducted too slowly for the

device to be efficient. It is especially true when dealing with high power densities. Metallic foams are usually used as thermal con-

ductivity enhancer, yet recent progress in additive manufacturing have allowed architected structures to be used and optimized. We

present here an analytical investigation of the Effective Thermal Conductivity (etc) of porous architected structures and emphasize

is made on the effect of thermal constriction at the interface with a heat spreader in contact with the heat source. To confirm the

efficiency of the model, it is compared to simulation data as well as experimental data obtained using flash laser method. Flash

laser method data processing had to be modified to adapt to the porous media being characterized. For that purpose, a 1D finite

difference model has been developed to solve the heat equation under flash laser conditions and derive the porous material effective

properties. Using this model, architected structure were proven to have an etc up to 75% higher than the one of foam for similar

porosity in particular direction of space. The validity of the above mentioned model where proven through simulation, giving an

almost perfect match and experiments detailed in this paper,which showed a maximum deviation of 11%.

Keywords: Effective thermal conductivity, Cellular materials, Homogenization, Phase change materials, Thermal constriction,

Flash laser method

1. Introduction

pcm have become a main research topic lately because of

their ability to store a relatively high amount of energy dur-

ing phase change. Large numbers of pcm are available on the

market with very wide melting and solidification temperature

as well as different latent heat of fusion to better adapt to the

very wide range of applications ranging from energy storage to

thermal management. Despite their great energy storage abil-

ity, pcm suffer from their very low thermal conductivity which

limits heat spreading around the heat source.

Several fillers are available to enhance their thermal con-

ductivity [1], which can be divided into two different categories:

discrete (carbon fibers, carbon nanotubes, nanoparticles) and

continuous (metallic or carbon based foams, fins...). Accord-

ing to Ji et al. [1] continuous fillers outperform discrete ones

because of the easier heat conduction in a continuous network.

While discrete fillers can increase the pcm thermal conductivity

by a factor 2, continuous fillers have been proven to reach an

18 times increase in thermal conductivity. Most continuous pcm

enhancers used up to date are foams, which can suffer some

drawbacks. Carbon-based foams allow the highest enhance-

ment (18 times increase) but their manufacturing process limit

their performances. They are actually made by Chemical Vapor

Deposition [2] leading to a patched structure. At the interface

of each patch phonon scattering occurs leading to a reduction

of the thermal conductivity. It also makes the overall structure

weaker from a mechanical point of view [3]. On the other hand

while metal foams allow an 7 times increase (for copper foam),

some features of their structure limit their thermal conductivity.

While the foam is forming, matter tends to concentrate at the

nodes, leading to hyperbolic profile struts [4; 5]. This creates

additional thermal resistance at the center of the strut [6; 7; 8]

where the cross sectional area is smaller. As the curvature of the

profile increases, the etc of the foam decreases. Finally, it has

been showed that pore-size distribution follows a log-normal

distribution, which standard deviation can influence foam etc.

Actually, using Voronoi tessellation, Baillis et al. [6] studied

the effect of this parameter on the etc and found out that as the

standard deviation increased the etc tended to decrease.

Engineered materials, whose properties and topology are

tuned to achieve better than natural materials, are under rapid

development due to the recent progress made in 3D-printing [9]

that have allowed the manufacturing of complex nano and mi-

cro architectures. These materials have been widely used due

to their outstanding combination of lightweight and mechanical

properties especially in the aviation industry but also biomed-



Nomenclature

Abbreviations

cv Control Volume

etc Effective Thermal Conductivity

pcm Phase Change Material

Subscripts

f Fluid

s Solid

xy In-plane

z Out-of-Plane

Symbols

αi Node to Strut Cross Sectional Area Ratio

β Pore size to strut radius ratio

∆T Temperature difference between the top and the bot-

tom of the control volume (cv) (K)

ǫ Porosity

η Heat Spreader height to Strut Radius ratio

ωi Recalibration coefficient

ψ Dimensionless Thermal Constriction Resistance

ρ Density (kg·m−3)

θ, φ Dimensionless Thermal Constriction decomposition

terms

a Gladwell Contact Spot Radius (m)

Ai Cross Sectional Area (m2)

b Gladwell Cylinder Radius (m)

Cp Specific Heat Capacity (J·kg−1·K−1)

ei Node height to Strut Length ratio

Gs,i Dimensionless Thermal Resistance

h Heat Spreader Height (m)

hi Convective Exchange Coefficients (W·m−2·K−1)

ki Thermal Conductivity (W·m−1·K−1)

L Strut Length (m)

N Number of Stacked Cells

Ps Pore size (m)

Q Heat flux (W·m−2)

Rc Thermal Constriction Resistance (K·W−1·m−2)

s Strut axis

t Node height (m)

ical industry as scaffolds for tissue engineering as they have

bone-like structure [10]. More recently, engineered or more

generally cellular materials have been used because of their

thermal properties although the literature regarding this sub-

ject remains scarce for now [11]. Depending on the intrinsic

properties of the material they can be used as thermal insula-

tor, thermal enhancer in heat storage unit or heat exchanger. In

regard of the previous paragraph, the use of such engineered

materials could lead to a better thermal conductivity as they

have a perfectly periodic structure avoiding any of the effects

previously mentioned. A large variety of periodic cellular ma-

terial exists : lattice structures [12; 13; 14] , shellular materials

[15; 16; 17; 18], hexagonal honeycomb, fins... Although, those

periodic structures have been studied, no actual etcmodel could

be found in the literature [11] for them.

Due to their relative simplicity and freedom in term of topol-

ogy tuning, lattice structures were selected. To have a better

knowledge and optimize their topology to obtain the highest

etc as possible, mathematical model was needed. A large liter-

ature can be found on etcmodelling of foams, with the first one

being Calmidi and Mahajan [19] model, which was developed

using a 2D hexagonal honeycomb structure, which nodes (strut

intersection) were represented as squares. This model was fur-

ther developed and corrected successively by Bhattacharya et

al., [20], Boomsma and Poulikakos [21], Dai et al. [22] and

finally Yang et al. [23; 24]. All achieved relatively good agree-

ments with experimental measurements on foams [19; 25; 26],

despite the wide variety of topology .

The first part of the following study aims at adapting for the

first time the model developed by Yang et al. [23] for foams to

several architected structure. It was chosen among others due to

its relative simplicity and flexibility regarding the structure to be

studied. Then, the model can be used to assess if the topology of

architected structures can outperform the usual representation

of the foam. The first part of the study dealt with isolated cell

while actual structures infused with pcm are considered in the

second part of the study. Those structures need to be packaged

(i.e. surrounded by walls) to avoid any leaking. In addition,

real case applications sometimes require the overall structure to

only be a few cells thick which in terms of homogenization can

cause issue as side effects may arise in these cases. Here ther-

mal constriction has been shown to be the cause of side effects

that are detrimental to etc as heat flow is constricted when it

enters the strut, which cross sectional area is smaller than other

part of the device. Yang’s model was combined to Gladwell’s

[27] to account for it. In the last part of the paper, the model

previously described is validated using both simulation and ex-

perimental data. For that purpose a series of 12 different lattice

structures were designed and the properties were derived using

Flash laser method. Usual models [28; 29; 30; 31] used to de-

rive thermal diffusivity require the material to be a mono-layer

isotropic bulk, which is obviously not the case here. To over-
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come it a 1D finite difference model was developed to solve the

heat equation and derive the thermal conductivity of the sam-

ples through a least mean square algorithm.

2. Effective Thermal Conductivity model

Despite their great thermal or mechanical properties, cellu-

lar materials posses a complex structure, which leads, for large

structures, to outstanding simulation computational cost. One

way to overcome this issue is to use effective property model

that would allow the representation of the material as a bulk.

These model could also help optimizing the structure as they

provide easier way to compare the efficiency of each topology.

While it is admitted that both specific heat capacity and den-

sity can be calculated using mixing law, it has been proven to

be wrong for thermal conductivity [25] and can be considered

as an upper bound while the so-called parallel model is consid-

ered as a lower bound. A combination of those two models has

been developed by Singh et al. [32] using a power model with a

factor F which account for the fraction of struts oriented in the

considered direction and which value is determined to fit exper-

imental data. The difficulty to determine the value of F make

this model hard to use in practice.

A different approach consists in considering a periodic struc-

ture that would statistically resemble foam and calculate the etc

on a cell of this structure. This was first done by Calmidi and

Mahajan [19], who considered a hexagonal honeycomb which

nodes (strut intersection) are represented as squares. It con-

sists in slicing the cell perpendicular to the considered direc-

tion in layers on which the parallel model is applicable, once

this is done the series model is used over the different slice to

determine the etc. This first model was corrected by Bhat-

tacharya et al. [20] who replaced the square nodes by cir-

cular ones achieving better agreements with the experimental

data provided by Calmidi and Mahajan on aluminum foams.

Boomsma and Poulikakos [21] were the first to develop such

model on a 3D geometry using a tetrakaidecahedron, which has

been proven [33] among others structures [34; 35; 36] to be

a good statistical representation of foam. It was corrected by

Dai et al. [22] who identified mistakes in the calculations. The

model was also extended to better estimate the node size, which

is of major importance in the etc calculation and whose calcula-

tion is hard to perform. In all papers previously mentioned this

size is considered constant and its value is set so that the model

would fit experimental data. The last correction and extension,

to the author best knowledge, was realized by Yang et al. who

change the mathematical formulation [23] while keeping the

overall method identical and proposed a first expression of the

dimensionless node size (normalized with the strut length) that

is varying with porosity [24]. This avoids most of the geomet-

rically impossible results caused by a constant dimensionless

node size for high porosity foams. The expression of the di-

mensionless node size is given by a fourth degree polynomial

expression derived through least mean square algorithm.

2.1. Lattice structure ETC

As mentioned in introduction, some foam features reflect-

ing its randomness lead to a reduction of the effective thermal

conductivity. It seems coherent to think that periodic struc-

ture with optimized topology would allow an etc increase for a

given porosity. To confirm this hypothesis four different lattices

depicted on figure 1 are considered and their etc is calculated

using an adapted version of Yang et al. [23] model. The cal-

culation of the fcc (figure 1b) cell etc is depicted here. First,

a heat flux (Q) is applied on the top surface (of area A0) of the

cell or cv, which is a cube having sides of length Ps. The effec-

tive material defined here has an effective thermal conductivity

kz in the vertical direction (referred to as out-of-plan direction)

and kxy in the plan normal to it (referred to as in-plan direction).

The control volume is composed of a conductive solid material

of thermal conductivity ks and a fluid (PCM) of thermal con-

ductivity k f and of volume fraction ǫ. In that context the heat

flux applied on the top surface create a temperature difference

∆T between the top and the bottom of the cell and can be ex-

pressed as [23]:

Q = kzA0

∆T

Ps

. (1)

The amount of heat transferred to the cv is conducted along

the solid (Qs) and the fluid (Q f ) phase in parallel [23], leading

to :

Q = Qs + Q f . (2)

Along the CV length the cross sectional area of the fluid

phase stays almost constant due to the relatively large fluid vol-

ume ratio [23], called porosity, hence:

Q f = k f A f

∆T

Ps

. (3)

On the other hand, due to its complex geometry the cross

sectional area of the solid phase varies along the cv, here a

global expression of the heat flux over the entire cell cannot

be guaranteed and a differential form along the strut axis s is

preferred [23]:

Qs = −ksAs(s)
dT

ds
. (4)

Applying the separation of variables [23] method and inte-

grating along the cv, yields:

Qs = ks∆T/

∫ Ps

0

1

As(s)
ds. (5)

Finally, eq. (1), (3) and (5) are substituted in eq. (2) leading

to [23]:

kz = ks

(

Ps

A0

)

/

(∫ Ps

0

1

As(s)
ds

)

+ k f ǫ. (6)

For simplification purpose, eq. (6) is written as:

kz = k f ǫ + ksGs,z(1 − ǫ), (7)

with :

Gs,z =
1

1 − ǫ
Ps

A0

/

(∫ Ps

0

1

As(s)
ds

)

. (8)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Lattice cells and dimensions : (a) bcc, (b) fcc, (c) bccz, (d) fccz.

Here, Gs,z (or later Gs,xy) is used as a way to simplify the

expression of the etc and highlighting the fact that a biased ver-

sion of mixing law is needed to express it precisely. In addition,

due to its expression Gs,z could be seen as the dimensionless

thermal resistance of a cell.

Two dimensionless parameters (α and e) are defined by Yang

et al. [23] to relate node size (At, t) and strut size (Al, L), where

the Ai represents the feature’s cross sectional area and t and L

represents respectively the node’s height and the idealized strut

length:

α = At/Al, α > 1, (9)

e = t/L, e ≥ 0. (10)

In most cells (all except bcc) depicted on figure 1 two sets of

parameters (α1, e1) and (α2, e2) are to be defined to account for

the two kinds of nodes that are needed to precisely defined the

structure:

To express the value of Gs,z for the fcc structure, the poros-

ity value is first expressed following the same calculation steps

as the ones used by Yang et al. [23]: First the total volume (Vtot)

of the cell is expressed as a function of L:

Vtot = P3
s = 2

√
2L3. (11)

Then, the total volume of solid (Vs) in this cell is determined:

Vs = 8 ×
(

L − ωǫ
t1 + t2

2

)

+ t1At,1 + 2 × t2At,2. (12)

with ωǫ an additional constant term added to help account-

ing for complex interface between nodes and struts that make

the actual strut and nodes lengths determination difficult. The

porosity ǫ is defined as:

ǫ =
Vtot − Vs

Vtot

. (13)

Substituting equations 11 and 12 into equation 13 the following

expression of the porosity is derived:

ǫ = 1 −
Al

L2

√
2

(

2

(

1 − ωǫ
e1 + e2

2

)

+
α1e1 + 2α2e2

4

)

, (14)

It will be determined later by fitting the etc calculated by the

model to the ones obtained by numerical simulations (see part 3).

It can be noticed that two sets of parameter are needed for this

particular topology. It can actually be seen on figure 1 that two

different nodes exist: at the corner of the cell and in the center

its sides. The value of those parameter will be evaluated in the

next part.

The integral term that will be called dimensionless resis-

tance is then calculated leading to:

(

Ps

A0

)

/

(∫ Ps

0

1

As(s)
ds

)

=
Al

L2

[

1 − ωz

e1 + e2

2
+ 2

(

e1

α1

+
e2

2α2

)]

. (15)

Here, ωz and ωxy are additional fitting parameters intro-

duced to account for the complex strut to node interfaces and

that will determined in part 3. From equations 8, 14 and 15 the

global expression of Gs,z i is derived:

Gs,z =

([

2

(

1 − ωǫ
e1 + e2

2

)

+
α1e1 + 2α2e2

4

]

×
[

1 − ωz

e1 + e2

2
+ 2

(

e1

α1

+
e2

2α2

)])−1

. (16)

In a similar way, Gs,xy expression is established:

Gs,xy =

([

2

(

1 − ωǫ
e1 + e2

2

)

+
α1e1 + 2α2e2

4

]

× 2

[

1 − ωxy

e1 + e2

2
+

e1

α1

+
e2

α2

])−1

. (17)

Substitution of equation 16 or 17 in equation 7 allows the

calculation of kz and kxy and finally the determination of the

effective thermal conductivity tensor Ke f f :

Ke f f =





















kxy 0 0

0 kxy 0

0 0 kz





















. (18)

The same process is repeated for the three other lattices de-

picted on figure 1 and the expressions of porosity and both Gs,z

and Gs,xy are reported in tables 1 and 2 for those structures. The

ones obtained for foam by Yang et al. [23] are also reported

in tables 1 and 2 In table 2, A2,z and A2,xy refer respectively to

the Out-of-plane and In-plane dimensionless thermal resistance

while β refers to the pore size (Ps) to strut radius (r) ratio.
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Type Porosity (ǫ) Dimensionless solid volume (A1)

Foam [23] 1 − Al

L2 A1 3(1 − e) + 3
2
αe

bcc 1 −
√

3 Al

L2 A1 3(1 − ωǫe) + 3
4
αe

fcc 1 −
√

2 Al

L2 A1 2(1 − ωǫ
e1+e2

2
) + e1α1+2e2α2

4

bccz 1 −
√

3 Al

L2 A1 3
(

1 − ωǫ
e1+e2

2

)

+
√

3
4
+ 3

8
(α2e2 + e1(α1 − 1))

fccz 1 −
√

2 Al

L2 A1 2
(

1 − ωǫ
e1+e2

2

)

+ 1

2
√

2
+

2α2e2+e1(α1−1)

4

Table 1: Structures porosity expression.

Type A2,z A2,xy Gs,i

Foam [23] 1 − e + 3e
2α

Isotropic cell 1
A1A2,i

bcc 1 − ωze +
4e
α

Isotropic cell 1
A1A2,i

fcc 1 − ωz
e1+e2

2
+ 2

(

e1

α1
+

e2

2α2

)

2
(

1 − ωxy
e1+e2

2
+

(

e1

α1
+

e2

α2

))

1
A1A2,i

bccz 2
1−ωz(e1+e2)/2

4+
√

3
+

e1(1+α2)+e2α1

α1(1+α2)
2

(

1−ωxy(e1+e2)/2

4
+

e2

2α2
+

2/β
√

3

(2/
√

3−e1)β
√

3/π2+α1

+
e1−4/

√
3β

2α1

)

1
2A1A2,i

fccz 2
1−ωz(e1+e2)/2

4+
√

2
+

e1(1+2α2)+e2α1

α1(1+2α2)
2

(

1−ωxy(e1+e2)/2

2
+

e2

2α2
+

√
2/β

(
√

2−e1)
√

2β/π2+α1

+
e1−2

√
2/β

2α1

)

1
2A1A2,i

Table 2: Structures Gs,z and Gs,xy.

2.2. Dimensionless parameters and constants determination

As mentioned in the previous parts, determining the node

size is of crucial importance to precisely estimate both porosity

and effective thermal conductivity. The issue has been largely

discussed, especially by Dai et al. [22] and Yang et al. [24].

The later insisted on the geometry impossibility linked to a

biased estimation of the term e in Boomsma and Poulikakos

[21] and Dai [22] model. Actually, Dai corrected Boomsma

and Poulikakos model to better fit experimental data in part by

changing e value but pointed out that both models could not

avoid geometrical impossible results. Yang indicated that us-

ing Boomsma and Poulikakos or Dai expression of porosity for

foam would lead to the following statement : as the porosity

decreases, the ligament radius would increase while the length

of the node remains constant to a point where the former ex-

ceeds the latter leading to impossible geometrical results. To

improve the model Yang used a third degree polynomials which

parameters were determined to better fit experimental results

from Calmidi and Mahajan [19]. It is reported in table 3.

In the case of lattice structures, due to their regular and pe-

riodic geometry a more systematic method is used. Vaissier

et al. [14] studied several lattice structures to be used as heat

exchanger. To efficiently calculate both solid volume fraction

and specific area (area per volume unit) Vaissier calculated the

node volume and area of a variety of lattices and expressed it

as a function of the strut diameter, which is known. Results

from Vaissier et al. are used to determine the nodes volume

of the structures depicted on figure 1 and derive the value of ti
and At,i and infer ei and αi. Vaissier determined that the node

volume is proportional to the cubic strut diameter and defined a

proportionality ratio (γi), leading to:

At,iti = γi(2r)3. (19)

For a fcc structure, two nodes are identified, one type close

the to cell corners and another in the middle of the side faces

of the cell (see figure 1b). The nodes close to the corners are

perfect cubes, which means that At = t2. Using equation 19 and

the fact that struts are considered perfect cylinder (Al = πr2) it

leads to:

α1 =
At

Al

=
4

π
γ

2/3

1
, (20)

combining equations 19 and 20, yields:

e1 =
t

L
=

√
2πα1

β
. (21)

Equation 21 highlights the dependency of e on the evolution

of β, the pore size to strut radius ratio. In the case of the second

type of the node the calculations are different as this type of

node is a cuboid meaning that At = 2rt due to the arrangement

of the struts at this particular point in the cell. This modifies the

expression of α and e in this case, that are now given by:

α2 =
At

Al

=
4

π
γ

1/2

2
, (22)

and

e2 =
t

L
=
α2π

2β
. (23)

The same operation is repeated for the other structures and

the value of their respective αi and ei is reported in table 3.

Finally, ωz, ωxy and ωǫ are determined. This is done using a

gradient descent algorithm to fit simulation data (see figure 3).

Their values are also reported in table 3.

2.3. Numerical validation : Dimensionless constants calcula-

tion

In order to validate the model described in the previous part

and determine the dimensionless constants (i.e. ωǫ , ωz and ωxy)

a set of simulation is run for the different structures on figure 1

using a commercial finite element software (Comsol Multi-

physics™). The simulation is run on a structure similar to the

5



Type α1 α2 e1 e2 ωǫ ωz ωxy

Foam [23] 3/2 − 327.26 − 1075.56ǫ + 1182.83ǫ2 − 434.56ǫ3 − − − −

bcc 4
π
1.99332/3 − 2

β

√

πα1

3
− 1.1269 2.3614 −

fcc 4
π
1.99332/3 4

π
0.90411/2

√
2πα1

β

α2π

2β
1.2575 2.3451 2.1892

bccz
4
π
3.8882/3 4

π
1.99332/3 2

β

√

πα1

3
2
β

√

πα2

3
1.0946 2.0033 1.9369

fccz
4
π
3.8882/3 4

π
0.90411/2

√
2πα1

β

α2π

2β
1.4044 1.5224 1.5059

Table 3: Dimensionless parameters expression and values.

Heat spreaders

Aluminum

PCM

(a)

Heat spreader 

temperature set

Central cell 

temperature set

(b)

Figure 2: Pore-scale numerical simulation : (a) Pore scale modeling, (b) Tem-

perature sets.

one depicted on figure 2 which is composed of five stacked-up

bcc cells embedded between two plates called heat spreaders.

These heat spreaders are added as they are a good representa-

tion of the walls that need to be added around the structure in

real case applications to avoid any pcm leaking and to serve as

a thermal interface between the heat source and the composite.

To measure the etc of a given structure, the heat equation is

solved when the following boundary conditions are applied on

the structure : a heat flux q is applied on the top surface of the

top heat spreaders while a convective exchange condition is ap-

plied on the bottom surface of the bottom heat spreader. To be

as close as possible of the condition of an isolated cell and avoid

side effects as it is modeled in part 2 the etc kcc is measured on

the central cell using :

kcc = q
Ps

∆Tcc

, (24)

with ∆Tcc the temperature difference between the top and the

bottom of the central cell. The simulation is run for the four

different topology described earlier and different porosity rang-

ing from 0.55 to 0.99. We report the values of measured etc on

figure 3. On the same figure, the value of etc calculated with

the model of equation 7 re-calibrated to fit the simulation data

are also reported showing good agreement.

Now, instead of using the temperatures measured on top and

at the bottom of the central cell, a different set of temperature

is considered : the difference between the temperature at the

bottom of the top heat spreader and the one at the top of the

bottom heat spreader, denoted ∆Tcc. This should give the etc of
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Figure 3: Normalized ETC validation:(a) kz, (b) kxy.

the entire structure using:

khs = q
5Ps

∆Tht

, (25)

Results obtained for a structure made of bcc cells of porosity

0.81 using both sets of temperature are compared for varying
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Figure 4: Comparison of the evolution of the etc of a stack of bcc cell khs (in

blue) and of the one of the central bcc cell kcc (in red)showing the influence of

thermal constriction at the interface between the composite and the heat spread-

ers.

pore size using equations 24 and 25 are depicted on figure 4.

Unlike predicted by equation 7 a change of etc for varying pore

size and constant porosity is observed. In addition, khs seems to

draw near kcc when the pore size tends to zero. As seen in part 3,

this is a consequence of side effects due to thermal constriction

that will be implemented in the model later.

2.4. Discussion

Instead of directly comparing the etc of the different struc-

tures for which Yang’s model was adapted, to the foam, it would

be more relevant to compare both Gs,z and Gs,xy respectively.

Actually most of the etc depends on the solid structure topol-

ogy and material. Lattice’s and foam’s Gs,i parameters are com-

pared and data extracted from experimental measurement from

Ranut [25], who performed an extensive review on foam etc

modeling and measurement as well as Yao [26] who performed

himself measurements on copper foams, are added to illustrate

Yang’s model precision especially for copper foams. It should

be noted that experimental data come from a very wide range

of method, foam manufacturers and pcm which explain the de-

viation of Yang’s model from the data.

Gs,z and Gs,xy values evolution with porosity are depicted

on figures 5a and 5b both for foams, using Yang et al. [23; 24]

and for architected structures using model in equations 5a and

17. On figure 5a an up-to 75% increase of Gs,z is observed from

foam to fccz structure while on figure 5b an up to 7% increase is

noted. Both increases are linked to strut orientation and position

both acting on the reduction or increase of the thermal path that

the heat flow has to follow to go from one side of the cell to the

other.

It should be noted that while Yang’s model validity requires

the porosity to be over 0.9, model presented in this paper has

been proven to be valid for porosity as low as 0.55 through sim-

ulations, which results are shown on figure 3. This allows more
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Figure 5: Topology parameters comparison:(a) Gs,z, (b) Gs,xy.

freedom in the design of the thermal management device to bet-

ter adapt to tougher working conditions, especially high power

density components requiring higher etc to cope with higher

heat flux.

The choice of one topology over the others may depend on

several parameters : geometry of the system in relation with po-

sition of the heat source, manufacturing issues, thermal contact

resistance between the composite and other part of the thermal

management device (see part 3). For that reason it should be

mentioned that, while fcc structure combine a relatively high

out-of-plane etc and a decent in-plane etc, this is the lattice

structure that requires the lowest β (pore size to strut radius ra-

tio) to reach a certain level of porosity. This means that for a

given pore size, this is the topology that necessitates the bigger

strut radius. This is of relatively high importance when con-

sidering manufacturing. Actually, even if major progress has
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been made in this field, limitations remain regarding the min-

imum strut radius that can be reached. This can cause issues

when dealing with small size devices. In that sense, fcc would

be considered here as the optimum topology.

3. Thermal constriction resistance

For mechanical purposes and to avoid any pcm leaking, the

composite material formed by the pcm and an array of the se-

lected cell need to be packaged. This is achieved by simply

printing walls around the composite. Those walls have two

purposes: avoid pcm from leaking and serve as thermal inter-

face or heat spreader between the electronic component that is

cooled down by the composite. At the interface between the

so called heat spreader and the lattice cell a brutal change of

cross sectional area is observed. Actually, if only one cell is

considered, the heat flux was flowing in a solid of cross sec-

tional area A0 (see figure 1) but when it reaches the interface

the section changes to be the one of the nodes α1Al. This bru-

tal change causes additional thermal resistance due to a phe-

nomenon called thermal constriction. These side effects reduce

the composite etc especially if the number of cells stacked in a

given direction is reduced.

3.1. Thermal constriction modelling

Constriction phenomenon were first described to explain

the additional electrical resistance occurring when two solids

with relatively rough surfaces were put in contact [37]. At the

interface, the real area of contact is not the one of the solids

but the sum of a series of micro-contacts due to the roughness

of both solids. This reduced contact area is the reason of the

constriction : flux lines have a reduced path to go from one

solid to another and bend to go through the micro-contacts.

This is illustrated on figure 6, where heat flows between two

solid having the same thermal conductivity ks but having dif-

ferent width. If one wants to calculate the equivalent thermal

resistance of such structure, the sum of the resistance of the

Heat flux 

lines

Figure 6: Additional constriction resistance at the perfect interface between two

cylinders of very different cross sectional area

solids is not sufficient and an additional constriction resistance

Rc needs to be added. An extensive series of models can be

found in the literature [38; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45] deal-

ing with different representations of the contact surfaces and

micro-contact distribution along the surface. Other studies are

dealing with thermal management system and especially heat

sink design [46; 47] to see how stacking materials having dif-

ferent properties and cross sectional areas could influence the

overall temperature distribution in the system. Most of these

models represent a contact spot over an semi-infinite medium

representing the heat spreader. In our case, the dimensions of

the heat spreader and the one of the contact spot are comparable

preventing us from adapting them to this particular situation. A

similar case is described by Gladwell [27] who modelled the

thermal constriction created when heat flow through a contact

spot of radius a on a finite cylinder of radius b and height h. The

heat flux is applied on the contact spot and heat flow ”leaves”

the cylinder through the opposite face, perpendicularly to the

surface. The constriction resistance (Rc) is defined by Gladwell

as:

Rc =
ψ

4ksa
, (26)

where ψ is called the dimensionless constriction resistance that

depends on the ratios b/a and h/a. If the hypothesis is made

that every sides of the cylinder are isolated this term is the sum

of two others: ψ = θ + φ, where:

• θ depends only on b/a, which means that it is only a rep-

resentation of the influence of the difference of cross sec-

tional area on the heat flux lines bending. The higher b/a

is the more important the dimensionless resistance is go-

ing to be.

• φ depends on both b/a and h/a. It is an image of how

much space the heat flux lines are given to bend and ori-

entate perpendicularly to the outing surface. In that case,

as h/a increases this term decreases.

Gladwell determined the value of both terms by calculating

the difference in temperature distribution when a heat flux of

the same intensity was applied on the entire top surface of the

cylinder or over the contact spot of radius a. These terms are

expressed as follow:

θ =
8

πa

∫ ∞

0

ξ−2J1(ξa)

(

J1(ξa) −
a

b
J1(ξb)

)

dξ, (27)

and:

φ =
8

πa

∫ ∞

0

ξ−2 e−2ξh

1 − e−2ξh
J1(ξa)

(

J1(ξa) −
a

b
J1(ξb)

)

dξ, (28)

with J1 the Bessel function of the first kind of order one and ξ

an integration variable.

Here, the hypothesis is made that this model can be adapted

to the geometry considered in part 2 despite the change from

cylindrical to cubical shape, provided that the following as-

sumptions are verified
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Figure 7: Thermal resistance network of the system constituted of a stack of N

composite cells encapsulated between two heat spreaders.

• In the present case-study, the heat is flowing from the

”opposite” surface to the contact spot. The change of di-

rection of the heat flow has no influence on the constric-

tion resistance.

• The change of shape has only small influence provided

that the constriction resistance is calculated on a cylinder

of height h and radius
√

A0/π with a contact spot of ra-

dius
√
α1Al/π, if heat spreaders are attached on top and at

the bottom of the cell. This ensures conservation of cross

sectional area for both heat spreader and contact spot.

• The pcm thermal conductivity is assumed to be small enough

compared to the lattice structure material for the assump-

tion of thermal insulation of the cylinder sides to be veri-

fied.

Now, instead of one, N fcc cells vertically stacked up on one

another are considered, with one heat spreader attached at the

top of the top cell and another at the bottom of the bottom cell

(similar to figure 2a). Making the same assumption of parallel

heat flow between the lattice structure and the pcm, the system

can be represented as a thermal resistance network presented on

figure 7 with:

Rs =
Ps

A0ksGs,z(1 − ǫ)
, (29)

and

R f =
Ps

A0k f ǫ
. (30)

From this thermal resistance network, the new expression of the

etc accounting for side effects is determined:

kz = ks(1 − ǫ)Gs,z

(

1 +
2RcA0Gs,z(1 − ǫ)ks

PsN

)−1

+ k f ǫ. (31)

In equation 31 appear clearly the influences of pore size and

constriction resistance that have been considered negligible in

most of the previous models. This can be explained by both

device and foam structure : most of the devices found in the

literature have characteristic sizes larger than a few pore size,

which means that side effects have a minimum influence on the

whole device. On the other hand there is usually no perfect con-

tact between the composite and its packaging creating thermal

resistance of a different nature.

3.2. Discussion

To assess the validity of the model in equation 31, a new

set of simulation comparable to the one described in part 2.3.

In that simulation set a unique fcc cell is modeled and its etc

is measured. Heat spreaders are attached on top and at the bot-

tom of the cell. The simulation is run for four different porosity

ranging from 0.85 to 0.98 and pore sizes ranging from 200µm

to 3mm while the heat spreader thickness is 10µm. Figure 8a

depicts the computational domain for a cell size of 1000 µm

having a porosity of 0.95. Figure 8b shows the mesh generated

for such cell without displaying the pcm for clarity. Various grid

resolutions are tested as seen on figure 9 which shows that a res-

olution of 1 000 000 is the resolution for which convergence is

reached hence this resolution is chosen in the following simu-

lations. The fact that etc is measured on a unique cell with rel-

atively thin heat spreaders should emphasise thermal constric-

tion making it more visible. Figure 10 depicts the results of the

the simulation and the comparison is made with both models

in equations 7 and 31. Accounting only for topology (eq. 7)

does not seem to be enough in that situation as constriction free

model cannot fit simulation data, on the other hand the constric-

tion model allows an almost perfect fit. Only a small deviation

for low pore sizes mainly due to numerical limitations can be

seen. It is interesting to see that as the pore size (and strut ra-

dius) decreases and becomes comparable to the heat spreader

thickness the constriction model draws to the constriction free

one, confirming the influence of both b/a and h/a. This study

theoretically confirms the validity of the assumptions made in

the previous part as well as the model itself. Nonetheless, it is

important to note that etc dependency of pore size is uniquely

due to the presence of constriction.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Pore Scale Numerical Simulation on a fcc cell:(a) Computational

Domain (Solid in blue, Fluid in grey), (b) Meshing of the architected structure,

with pcm zone grid points omitted for clarity.

This model aims at making easier design and manufacturing

of pcm architected thermal conductivity enhancers. It helps de-

termine optimum cell topology as well as best surroundings to

avoid a too strong influence of the side effects. Model depicted

on equation 31 shows dependency of the etc on five topological

parameters that can be tuned using additive manufacturing:

• Cell general topology (bcc, fcc...),

• Porosity (ǫ),
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Figure 10: Thermal constriction model validation : Comparison of the normal-

ized etc calculated as a function of the pore size by finite element simulations

(crosses), with model of equation 7 (dashed lines) and with the model of eq. 31

(continuous lines) for four different porosity (i.e. 0.85, 0.91, 0.95 and 0.98) of

a fcc cell embedded between two 10µm thick heat spreaders

• Pore size (Ps),

• Heat spreader thickness (h),

• Number of stacked cell (N).

Figure 3 already depicted the influence of both cell topology

and porosity on etc. First, as fcc and fccz provide higher etc

it seems that orientation of the the struts closer to the heat flow

direction is beneficial to the etc. Actually, for both bcc and bccz
structures, most struts have a higher angle from the heat flow

direction, increasing the heat path from one side to the other

side of the cell. It is interesting to observe that straight fins ori-

ented in the heat flow direction would provide Gs,z = 1 : in

that case the law of mixture would be valid in that particular

Sample r Ps h L N Type ǫ

1 0.5 4 1 26 6 bcc 0.77

2 0.75 6 1 26 4 bcc 0.77

3 1 8 1 26 3 bcc 0.77

4 0.5 4 1 26 6 fcc 0.80

5 0.5 3 1 26 8 fcc 0.67

6 0.5 6 1 26 4 fcc 0.90

7 0.5 4 0.5 25 6 bccz 0.73

8 0.5 4 1 26 6 bccz 0.73

9 0.5 4 2 28 6 bccz 0.73

10 0.5 4 1 26 6 fccz 0.76

11 0.5 4 1 22 5 fccz 0.76

12 0.5 4 1 30 7 fccz 0.76

Table 4: Sample dimensions.

direction leading to a maximum etc but the in-plane etc would

be drastically reduced in that case. On the other hand, one can

observe that for all cell topology etc increased with a decreas-

ing porosity in a non-linear way unlike it is planned by law of

mixture usually used to determined composite properties.

It was also proven that for a given porosity and heat spreader

thickness, increasing pore size would be detrimental to the etc

(see figure 10). The same outcome is observe when decreasing

the heat spreader thickness for a given porosity and pore size

(see figure 11). Both statements are actually linked to the same

phenomenon : thermal constriction is more dependent on those

dimensions ratio than on their actual value which is clearly seen

in equations 27 and 28. Actually, even if it is less practical in

terms of manufacturing, describing structure by the value of

β = Ps/r and η = h/r would give more information on their

ability to conduct heat. This is visible on figure 11 where the di-

mensionless etc is calculated as a function of the heat spreader

thickness for 5 values of strut radius with fixed value of β.It ap-

pears that as long as the heat spreader thickness is superior to

r
√
α1 (which corresponds to the node radius that is in contact

with the heat spreader), the heat spreader thickness has almost

no influence on the etc.

Finally, when the number of cell in the heat flow direction

increases, the value of both constriction resistances on top and

at the bottom of the cell 2 × Rc tends to become negligible

compared to the total thermal resistance of the porous structure

N × Rs as seen on figure 7.

4. Experimental validation

To validate the model presented in parts 2 and 3, etc mea-

surement were carried out by flash laser method on a series of

samples presented in table 4 (all dimensions are given in mm)

and figure 13. Those samples were design to validate the de-

pendency of the etc on four different parameters: porosity, pore

size, heat spreader thickness and number of stacked cells with

respect to the limitation of both flash laser method and additive

manufacturing.
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4.1. Experimental method

Flash laser method consists in sending an energy Dirac on

one face of a cylindrical sample and recording the tempera-

ture evolution with time on the other side. A so-called thermo-

gram is obtained and a series of models like the ones of Parker

[28], Clark [29], Balageas [30] or Degiovanni [31] allow to de-

rive the thermal diffusivity of the sample accounting eventually

for radiative and/or convective loss on the sample sides assum-

ing that samples respect three conditions : homogeneous, solid

and isotropic. This technique possess several advantages: non-

steady-state method allows for faster measurements as thermal

processes usually take a long time to reach equilibrium. Fast

method combined with low temperature increase limit heat loss

during the measurement enhancing precision. The absence of

contact with the heat source avoids any contact thermal resis-

tance that usually lead to imprecision [28].

The first step of the experimental validation is the charac-

terization of the base material. All samples are made by ad-

ditive manufacturing using an AS7 powder (aluminum alloy).

Specific heat capacity is determined using a calorimeter while

density is derived by precise weight and volume measurements.

Flash laser method is used on bulky cylinder made in the same

material and by the same process. The following properties are

measured for this material at room temperature:

• kAl = 137 W.m−1.K−1 (Thermal conductivity)

• Cp = 884 J.kg−1.K−1 (Specific heat capacity)

• ρAl = 2542 kg.m−3 (Density)

Flash laser method is then run on the samples described in ta-

ble 4 but due to their specific topology, most models previously

cited are unable to fit experimental thermograms which prevent

any thermal diffusivity evaluation. Hence a different model is

needed.
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Figure 11: Heat spreader thickness influence: Comparison of the dimensionless

etc calculated using the model of eq. 31 as a function of the heat spreader

thickness for 5 different strut radius of a fcc cell embedded between two heat

spreaders

4.2. Experimental setup description

As explained earlier, flash laser method consists in apply-

ing a Dirac of energy on one face of the sample while measur-

ing the temperature of the other side. Using one of the many

existing models in the literature [28; 29; 48; 30], one is able

to derive the thermal diffusivity of the studied sample for dif-

ferent experimental conditions that are accounted for through

different boundary and initial conditions in the different mod-

els. Although any experimental conditions can be accounted

for in the models, most of them include convective or radiative

heat loss involving the estimation of convective or radiative ex-

change coefficient that are unknown for most materials. This

motivates an experimental setup that avoid most heat loss. To

do so, the sample is placed in a vacuum environment which re-

duce convective heat loss to the minimum, while radiative heat

loss are reduced by the metallic enclosure the sample is placed

in (see figure 12). This still leaves some ways for heat loss as

the sample has to be placed on the setup, which creates heat loss

by contact. Hence, the surface of contact between the sample

and the setup is minimized as much as possible.

4.3. Experimental data processing

Samples described in table 4 do not respect any of the con-

ditions necessary for the flash laser method models to be valid:

they are heterogeneous, porous, anisotropic and have a diame-

ter to height ratio that promotes heat loss on the sides. Actually,

usual flash laser tailored samples have a very low length to ra-

dius ratio which is supposed to avoid most heat losses on the

sides of the sample. A new model is required to be able to pro-

cess experimental data accounting for all the above mentioned

defects. Using usual model like Parker’s [28] leads to poor fit

with experimental data (see figure 15b and 15d). Those graphs

depict the inability of usual models to predict precisely the tem-

perature variation during the heating process (first part of the

graph) and cannot account for any of the heat loss (last part

of the graph). This is especially true for sample 3 that is com-

posed of relatively big pores compared to other sample, which

promotes complex heat flow. This does not ensure precise de-

termination of the thermal diffusivity of the studied material.

For that purpose, a 1D finite difference model is developed. In

this model, samples are represented as a five layers material (see

figure 14): two layers representing the top and bottom plates,

one layer for the porous structure itself and two additional in-

terface layers representing the half-filed pores that can be seen

on figure 13 and 14. They were added for manufacturing rea-

sons: they serve as a support for the plates to be printed. This

method is similar to the one used in the determination of con-

tact resistance using flash laser method [49; 50]. The properties

of the different layers are denoted as:

• Heat spreader : kAl, ρAl and Cp

• Lattice structure : ke f f , ρe f f = (1 − ǫ)ρAl and Cp

• Interface : kI = ke f f + kAl/3, ρI = ρAl(1− ǫ + 1/3) and Cp

To determine the thermal conductivity of the interface, we

consider a unit cell filled with two pyramids (at the top and at
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Figure 13: Sample scheme.

the bottom of it) representing a third of the cell volume. We then

consider parallel heat flow between the struts and the pyramids.

The mean cross section of the pyramid (Ā) is defined, for a bcc

structure, as :

Ā =
2

Ps

∫ Ps/2

0

(Ps − 2x)2dx =
P2

s

3
=

A0

3
, (32)

similar results are obtained for other structures.

Considering parallel heat flow yields:

A0kI

Ps

=
A0ke f f

Ps

+
ĀkAl

Ps

, (33)

leading to the expression defined above for the thermal conduc-

tivity of the interface.

Using this representation of the samples, the following heat

equation is solved by a finite difference scheme:

∂T

∂t

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x,t

= α(x)
∂2T

∂x2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x,t

−
2πhr

πR2k(x)
(T (x, t) − Text) , (34)

with x the position defined on figure 14, t the time and hr a

convective exchange coefficient with the outside environment

at temperature Text. On top of the sample (x = 0), the following

boundary condition (B.C.) accounting for the flash applied on

the top surface is used:

− k(0)
∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

0,t

= Q(t) − h0 (T (0, t) − Text) , (35)

with Q the heat flux due to the flash. It is time dependent as

it is supposed to be short and h0 is the convective exchange

coefficient related to the top heat spreader. At the bottom of the

sample, a simple convective exchange is considered leading to:

− k(L)
∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

L,t

= hL (T (L, t) − Text) , (36)

Between each layer, thermal resistance are added to better

account for the variations of average properties induced by the

different topology from one layer to another. Two thermal con-

ductances are defined: hb between the heat spreader and the

interface and ht between the interface and the lattice structure.

The value of hb is set relatively high compared to other conduc-

tance in the system. It actually represents the perfect contact

between heat spreader and the base of the pyramids that are fill-

ing the pores close to it. Here, negligible thermal constriction is

expected. On the other hand ht is calculated using Cooper [38]

model, who represented non-perfect contact of two solids by an

array of cones in contact with each other. The expression was

modified to account for the change of topology (from cone to

pyramid). The coefficient htis defined as:

ht = 4

(

1

kI

+
1

ke f f

)−1 2.2
√
α2r

P2
s

(

1 −
2.2
√
α2r

P2
s

)−3/2

. (37)

The B.C at the different interfaces, separating each layers

are now defined, starting with the one between the top heat

spreader and the first interface material layer:

− kAl

∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

h−,t

= hb

(

T (h+, t) − T (h−, t)
)

. (38)
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A similar B.C. is defined on the interface material side:

− kI

∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

h+,t

= hb

(

T (h−, t) − T (h+, t)
)

. (39)

The same set of equation is defined at the interface between

the bottom heat spreader and the second interface zone. On the

interface zone side the B.C. is defined as:

− kI

∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(h+Ps/2)−,t

=

ht

(

T ((h + Ps/2)+, t) − T ((h + Ps/2)−, t)
)

. (40)

while on the lattice structure side:

− ke f f

∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(h+Ps/2)+,t

=

ht

(

T ((h + Ps/2)−, t) − T ((h + Ps/2)+, t)
)

. (41)

The model described here, is combined with a gradient de-

scent algorithm to determine the value of thermal diffusivity of

the lattice and interface layers as well as the exchange coeffi-

cients that lead to the best fit of the experimental thermograms.

Results for sample 3 and 5 are depicted on figure 15a and 15c

and show great improvements compared to Parker model (see

figures 15b and 15d). For sample 3 residual has been greatly re-

duced while an almost perfect fit is obtained for sample 5. The

difference of fitting quality can be explained by the structures of

the two samples: samples 3 is composed of relatively large pore

and have relatively high porosity compared to sample 5. This

improvement in the experimental thermogram fitting provide

a higher level of reliability in the thermal diffusivity and con-

ductivity measurement, which was considered satisfying for all

samples mentioned in table 4. Results are reported in table 5.

Here, the values of thermal conductivity obtained using both

models presented in equations 7 and 31 are compared to the ex-

perimental values to validate the global model and the effect of

thermal constriction on actual structures.

4.4. Model validation

In table 5, experimental values from flash laser measure-

ments are compared to the ones obtained using both models de-

fined in equation 7 and 31. A maximum difference of 11.35%

Lattice structure

Interface
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Heat spreader

Heat spreader

h

h
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Figure 14: Sample 3 five layers model.
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Figure 15: Model comparison for flash laser method thermogram fit : (a) Sam-

ple 3 fit using finite difference model, (b) Sample 3 fit using Parker model,(c)

Sample 5 fit using finite difference model, (d) Sample 5 fit using Parker model

between models and experiment is observed for sample 5 which

tends to validate the use of both model for etc prediction of pcm

architected enhancers.

Both models are compared for specific cases. Samples 1,

2 and 3 have been designed to see the influence of the pore

size (4, 6 and 8mm) on the etc. Obviously, model defined in

equation 7 predicts an identical etc for the three samples as

it does not account for constriction while the contrary is true

for the constriction model. When looking at the experimental

values, a change is observed and is similar to the one predicted

by the model though it is smaller than expected from sample 2
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Sample

etcMeasured

(W.K−1.m−1)

etcModel

(W.K−1.m−1)
Relative error (%)

Eq. 7 Eq. 31 Eq. 7 Eq. 31

1 16.86 18.00 17.18 6.75 1.86

2 16.34 18.00 16.61 10.18 1.66

3 16.22 18.00 15.92 10.96 1.90

4 19.66 19.34 18.39 1.60 6.43

5 37.48 34.58 33.22 7.72 11.35

6 8.85 8.55 8.03 3.36 9.27

7 23.56 23.68 22.25 0.50 5.56

8 22.83 23.68 22.66 3.70 0.77

9 23.48 23.68 22.78 0.84 3.00

10 22.58 23.17 22.19 2.60 1.73

11 22.41 23.17 22.01 3.39 1.80

12 23.21 23.17 22.33 0.15 3.79

Table 5: Sample etc

to sample 3. This may be due to the presence of the pyramids

that may reduce the effect of constriction increasing the space

given to the heat flux lines to be constricted. In this case the

validity of the constriction model is verified.

Samples 4, 5 and 6 were designed to observe the influence

of porosity. In that case both models behave the same way than

experimental values though constriction-free model gives better

results. this might be explained by the slight difference between

the model and the actual topology: struts tends to be larger than

expected, this propagates to nodes topology changing how heat

is transfer inside the sample. This is especially true for larger

struts (i.e. smaller porosity). This effect is also combined to the

one of pyramids that may also reduce the effect of constriction.

Both models seems to be valid in that case as the effect of con-

striction is not clear. In this situation, constriction-free model

gives better results here even though both models are within the

error margin (around 10%).

The third set of samples is composed of samples 7, 8 and

9. Those have been designed to examine the consequence of a

change of heat spreader thickness (0.5, 1 and 2mm). As men-

tioned before, if the heat spreader thickness is superior or close

to the strut radius its influence on the etc is negligible. Due

to both manufacturing limitations and measurements require-

ments on sample dimensions, heat spreader thickness is of the

same order of magnitude as the strut radius limiting its influ-

ence. Difference predicted by the constriction model is small.

As a consequence experimental and model values do not follow

the same trend and it is hard to conclude on the model validity

from an experimental point of view. However both constric-

tion and constriction-free predict etc values close to the ones

obtained experimentally.

A final set of samples composed of sample 10, 11 and 12

has been designed to corroborate the influence of the number

of cells in the heat flow direction on the etc. For the same

reasons than the previous set the difference between each value

is relatively small and may lie within the error margin. Even

though experimental and model value fluctuate the same way

it is hard to conclude on the validity on the constriction model

from this experiment. However both models predict value close

to the experimental ones.

To conclude, both models fit well experimental data as an

average 4.1% difference is observed for constriction model (eq. 31)

while an average 4.3% deviation is observed for the constriction-

free model (eq. 7). Both deviations are within the error margin

ensuring both model are valid. However, constriction model al-

lows for refined etc estimation as it predicts a variation of etc

for varying pore size (Sample 1 to 3). It could be argued that it

fails to predict etc variation in the case of varying heat spreader

thickness or stacked-cell number but in those cases difference

of etc predicted by the model are so low that they might not

be seen experimentally due to both defects inherent to additive

manufacturing and experimental uncertainty.

5. Conclusion

An analytical model has been developed to assess the etc

of four different lattice structures (i.e. bcc, fcc, bccz and fccz).

The etc values for such structures are calculated and compared

to the one obtained for foams using Yang et al. [23] model and

showed an up-to 75% increase in etc highlighting the poten-

tial of using architected structures over stochastic ones as pcm

enhancers.

Assessing the validity of the above mentioned model (called

constriction-free etcmodel), more realistic structures were needed:

stacked-up cells with so-called heat spreader on the top of the

top cell and at the bottom of the bottom cell representing the

possible pcm enclosure. Results from both simulations and ex-

periments showed that thermal constriction appears at the in-

terface between the heat spreaders and the architected structure

itself. In that sens, additional parameters need to be accounted

for to precisely assess the etc, and another model (called con-

striction etcmodel) accounting for thermal constriction was de-

veloped accounting for the influence of the following parame-

ters:

• Cell topology : bcc, bccz, fcc and fccz,

• Porosity (ǫ),

• Pore size (Ps),

• Heat spreader thickness (h),

• Number of stacked up cell in the heat flow direction (N).

The validity of both model was assessed through simula-

tions and experiments, using an adapted flash laser method (i.e.

adapted to porous and anisotropic materials) which both showed

good agreements. Actually the mean deviations for constric-

tion and constriction-free etc models were respectively 4.1 and

4.3% with a maximum deviation of respectively 11.35 and 10.96%.

Both models could be considered equivalent when compared to

experimental data but constriction etc model can assess archi-

tected structure etc in a more refined way in some specific cases

and predict, for example, the variation of etc for various pore

sizes measured experimentally.
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